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About This Game

Kebab it Up! is a fast paced running game in which you have to avoid obstacles and finish levels by strafing or using one of the
abilities: jumping or charging to break obstacles and make your way through. However, you must only use your abilities when

necessary.

The game comes with plenty challenging levels that will push your gaming skills to their maximum, in a world full of obstacles
such as parked "speed demons", soulless guys carrying glass panes and many other, only to catch the much loved kebab.

It all started in a sunny day when a young guy ordered a kebab and bit into it like a starving barbarian; then, the kebab jumped
from his hands and started running desperately. He couldn't believe his eyes, but shortly after realizing that his wallet was

empty, he started running with all his power to catch the tasty kebab.
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Title: Kebab it Up!
Genre: Action, Adventure, Casual, Indie, Strategy
Developer:
Bidoniera Games
Publisher:
Bidoniera Games
Release Date: 4 Jan, 2018

 a09c17d780 

Minimum:

OS: Windows 7/8.1/10

Processor: Intel Celeron G3930

Memory: 1 GB RAM

Graphics: NVIDIA GEFORCE GT 220

DirectX: Version 9.0

Storage: 700 MB available space

English
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kebab upper mount gravatt. kebab me up. kebab up graville. kebab shut up milano. kebab chat up lines. kebab stand up. kebab
pop up. kebab upton park. kebab warm up. kebab it up. kebab uppskrift. kebab up montivilliers. kebab pick up lines. kebab up
le havre. kabab up technohub. kebab it up game. kebab shut up. kebab uplands. kebab get up dsds. kebab upminster. kebab
upper elmers end road. kebab stand up x factor. kebab wizz'up. kebab upper coomera. kebab good up. kebab it up steam. kebab
up bohumin. kebab dress up

I know it's unfair to review a game that I've not even completed. Yes, I know I gave a thumbs down to it's previous game -
Choice of robots - which will make me seem biased torwards text games. However, even though I gave a thumbs down to
Choice of robots, I had some fun with it, and at least finished the game to the end.

This title, "A Wise Use of Time", however, I cannot bring myself to even FINISHING it.
The pacing... is slow. Oh my god is it slow. I appreciate the fact that it's trying to build itself up, but it managed to break my will
to read another chapter.

But really that's not the real problem I had with this game. I do not enjoy the fact that the choice of this game is mainly divided
into 2 factor. "Good" or "Evil" - like the "Paragon" or "Renegade" system in Mass Effect. I personally hate this, because it over
simplifies our emotion and desire. Previously in the "Choice of Robots", you had to choose what purpose you will give to your
robot. Will it represent beauty and grace, or will it spread fear and overwhelming power? Or, will it act like a living human
being, and become your friend? It was up to you. The world evolved around you, which is the sole purpose of a "text adventure"
game.

Here, it's not like that. Yes, it has many branching paths, but the main dilemma is "Will you, or will you not overuse your power
to bend time for your own benifit? Consequences may happen." And this alone may be an interesting book or a conversation -
but not a game, which is about the "game play". And it feels like the choices that this game presents are not intriguing enough
for me to choose this game over a well written book.. quot;I'm telling you, I'm under age.". More than entertaining enough to
take the time to write a quick review on it. The game is engaging and will challenge your skills in figuring out how to make the
puppers work together to achieve their goal of getting to their bowls. My only wish is that this game supported controllers.. I
really want to like this game, but the bugs are making it impossible for me to even continue a saved game. This isn't even about
the gameplay itself, which is just for fellas that just want to waste time and make historical scenario's. The main issue is the
technical side, which is filled with bugs and bad AI. The dev himself already admitted on the forums he abondoned this game,
so don't even try; your game will be flooded with problems that the dev will never fix.. Hey real quick question, so I got the
Climbing ability for Key. And now he's stuck directly below the roof and between the top floor. Above a one square room, he
walks across that one square room fine, but he won't go pastit even though there is room to, and he won't climb back down off
the ledge. Am I doing anything wrong? I didn't want to auto escape (assuming that helps) and yeah everywhere I click he just
either stays in one spot or i have to click near his feet ot get him to move.

For the actual review, Besides that i think it's fairly interesting sofar, im curious where the story will go and how the heists will
change. Definitly a unique concept, a bit of room for improvement. It's a huge jump from the previous game for the creator.
Obviously will be bugs early on. Art style is absolutely gorgeous, I like that there is a bit of variety with the civilians/peasants.
Curious if there will continue to be variety further in the game when we get to the more wealthy areas.

Hope you guys keep making improvements lots of potential here.
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nice story i enjoy reading it and i got all achivments so we are so cool. great game really needs attention. So this seemed like it
could be an interesting enough premise. Whack-a-mole with zombies. Not exactly groundbreaking, but maybe some arcadey
fun.

This game though, isn't very good. The basic mechanics are hitting zombies or digging holes for zombies to fall into. This is
made much more difficult since the controls are terrible, and your character slides around like he's in a Mario ice level. You
don\u2019t exactly slide so it\u2019s not a perfect description but that\u2019s the best way I can think to describe it. I tried
playing with both controller and keyboard and while keyboard was slightly more bearable I would not say I had a good time. The
whack-a-mole part is pretty precise in registering a hit, and you have to be fast, so anything being awkward about the controls is
a very bad thing.

One thing I found strange was the gravestones (which the enemies spawn from) being randomly generated, which meant that
sometimes a level would be hard since the graves were far apart and the controls suck, but then on retrying it all the graves
would be in one corner making the level stupidly easy. It seems like actually planning out the levels with the gravestone
placement would make for a better experience, especially since the levels increase in difficulty as the game progresses and adds
more enemy types and mechanics. Enemies\u2019 spawning is literally the only thing you have to manage while playing so the
randomness just seems like poor design.

The game is still pretty easy until the introduction of ghosts around level 8 or so, random spawns aside. The ghosts are honestly
terrible. When an enemy hits you, you become stunned for a few seconds. Ghosts can hit you, but the only way to kill them is
with a random pickup - the crucifix. However, as soon as you kill one another spawns, so it's pretty pointless. The problem with
the ghosts is that they often stand over the graves as zombies are spawning, meaning you can't get to the zombie and kill it. The
ghost just wanders around randomly so sometimes a couple of zombies will just be blocked off with nothing you can do about it.
And it\u2019s not like you can just dig holes to get around this, since you can\u2019t dig on tiles with gravestones and skeletons
take 2 holes to kill, which you often don\u2019t have time or room for (and keep in mind this entire time how bad the game
feels to control). I don't mind challenge, but having like 2 mechanics in a game and then randomly making some enemies
guaranteed to get past is really annoying (and the game isn't exactly fun to begin with).

The sound design is also pretty dreadful. The music is generic atmospheric stuff, bland but inoffensive. But there's this weird
and off-putting 70's porn music that plays when you pick up tequila (kind of like this game's version of the fruit in pacman,
letting you jump on the zombies and kill them faster) and in the main menu mousing over any of the options plays a weird sound
of what I think is someone saying "dig" but it sounds more like "dink" and is just weird. When you complete a level it tallies up
the enemies you killed and plays an 8-bit chirp for each one making each level end with what is basically a burst of static.

It's pretty easy but becomes very tedious since every time you fail a stage it shows a game over screen and kicks you back to the
main menu where you have to select the stage again. Not a huge issue but adding a retry level option or something doesn't seem
that hard.
The game is also very short. It took me like 30 minutes to beat all 12 levels even with the annoying controls, and after that I just
played it a while longer for the cards. The last level changes things up with a flamethrower and no powerups but it's not really
any better. Really not worth the money it's being sold for, or any money at all in my opinion.. Hi, there,

The Game looks fine and may be fun, if it would be far more userfriendly, would have a random map generation and a working
Mapeditor, but in the current state it does not.
I am realy sad about this, since I looked forwad to that game for some time now.
Maybe in the future it will be playable but not now.

Pros:

- clever strategygame and idea
- adequate visual minimalistic style

Cons:

- No random map generation, no list of maps to choose from. You need to downlioad' em seperately.
- You need to write the player atributes etc. like it would be part of a programming test with initializing methods and functions.
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- Mapeditor does not work.

So wait for improvements and buy it when it gets more finished.
Take it on a watchlist or so, don't neglect it, because it realy has a great potential.
. Played this demo and I am impressed with game so far. I hope to see more of it updates...options of mod is open. I kind hope
map details are expained though.
Gameplay is kind like Harvest moon but they allowed Mouse usage which speed up quite lot.
Tools I wonder just how many more other tools will there be??
materials gathering is endless...just relationship and gifting I have yet discover it.
. It\u00b4s nice and all but when I try to use it in CS:GO it adds input lag and the game stops to feel smooth.. A fun and quirky
game that's very tongue in cheek. Well worth the price and definitely recommend the Stately Snail Bundle.

You won't be disappointed.

Just be warned this is a short game with little replay value.. Such a cool idea for a game that translates perfectly to VR.

The game is extremely intuitive and anyone can pick it up and play. I watched many VR first timers hop right in and fill orders
at a local Dreamhack convention.

Really excited to see how the game develops, and what new features get added.

Even in its current state(very polished), its easily worth the 9.99
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